
 
 
If a regulator for Immigration Consultants is to regulate Immigration Consultants, and the definition of 

Immigration Consultant is to represent Immigration Clients, then the foundation of the Immigration 

profession is Representation Rates. If Representation Rates is the primary focus (which it should be), this 

profession would have grown tremendously over the past decade because opportunity was a plenty. Let 

us explore what “Representation Rates” mean and it means everything!  

There are several types of Representation Rates, but there are two primary Sets, Overall Representation 

Rates and Individual Representation rates. Both these major or primary sets have subsets and false 

subsets. 

Overall Representation Rates: Figures used to evaluate the health of a profession because Immigration 

Consultant’s profession is to help and represent individuals who want such support. If we have nobody 

seeking such service, then there is no profession. Some major source of this information is IRCC where 

data may be obtained on the number of people in the Express Entry pool seeking Permanent Residence 

in Canada and who are represented by an Authorized Representative. The subset for this major set are: 

1. Overall Express Entry Representation Rates 

2. Overall Provincial Representation rates (may be further divided into subsets) 

3. Overall Representation rates with the IRB (may be further divided into subsets) 

Self Representation Rates: Self Representation Rates are Representation rates of individual Immigration 

Consultants. There are different types of Self representation rates comprising of several different 

subsets and false subsets. High Self Representation rates without a false subset will determine the 

eligibility of someone to sit on the board of a Regulator so that informed decisions are made. If the 

regulator practice approaches where High Self Representation rates are not considered and create a 

platform where representation rates are not discussed and High Self Representation rates are a negative 

and is ignored, then it is not self regulation. It becomes regulation through proxy where people with NO 

exposure to clients are hired and the whole system is corrupt. In the current system, Representation 

Rates are NOT discussed so individuals with NO exposure to clients sit on the board and the “White 

Group” are awarded projects because everyone is blocked, insulted, and kept at bay! Let us explore 

subsets of Representation Rates: 

1. Individual Representation Rates: This is a representation rate based on the Consultant’s 

representation. The consultant has NO third-party involvement. All clients are sourced from 

advertisement costs or exposure of the Consultant. His/her investment, his/her involvement, 

and his/her representation. 

2. Third Party Representation Rates: This is a representation rate based on the investment of 

someone else. The consultant depends on Agents (Overseas & Domestic) to obtain and 

represent clients. In many cases the Consultant does not even meet with the client. This is the 

most corrupt approach and are prone to several offences like tax evasion, and false information 

to prospects. If an agent is overseas, he or she is outside Canadian Jurisdiction and therefore 

outside any ramifications for unprofessional behaviour. 

3. Fake Representation Rates (False Subset): It is quiet common fpr cronies of the current 

regulator to allow themselves or consultants to sell their Representative Portal to Fake 



 
 

Consultants where the FAKE consultant uses the AR portal to represent his/her clients and pay a 

fixed amount (monthly or annual) to the Immigration Consultant. The consultant has NO idea of 

who the clients are and what representation takes place. Identifying Fake representation rates is 

a challenge but if Representation Rates are a defining factor on the health of the profession, it is 

only a matter of time before exposing this type of Representation Rates. I have provided ICCRC 

evidence of such occurrence.  

4. NO Representation Rate (False Subset): Many in ICCRC board who are holding important 

positions have little or NO Representation rates. They typically are individuals who hold 

positions and are popular in the membership because they hold key positions or are provided 

projects by displaying false credentials. They have a lot of time in their hands to keep those with 

high representation rates at bay and insult and attack anybody who tries to expose this 

regulatory platform. This is because ICCRC does not check representation rates and has taken it 

as a policy not to include representation rates as a norm to select people for positions. Even 

though Representation Rates are easily auditable, there is no audit conducted on 

Representation Rates and therefore, cause many to provide wrong information about 

Representation rates to deceive the membership and hold key positions. Very often, the colour 

of their skin camouflages the requirement of anything else! 

Representation Rates also depend on service platforms and not just in the numbers. Some platforms like 

a consultant involved in IRB representation calls for less numbers. Likewise, some consultants are 

boutique operators, they have a consulting business office and operate as boutique consultants.  

Representation rates mean everything. It means opportunity (justifying the massive intake of 

consultants over the last few years), it means client confidence (more the representation rates mean 

more clients are using people from this profession), it means growth and honesty (Increased 

representation rates justifies honesty and could provide justification to what is going on today). Sadly, 

Representation rates has gone down year after year under the current Regulator because self regulation 

is a failure brought about by a few bad apples! 
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No part of this document may be reproduced in whole or in part in any manner without the permission of 

the owner. 

This is an active document and is subject to additions and will be updated as and when time permits! 


